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Chapter 3

The Dithiazolyl-based Materials

3.1 Introduction

The study and rationalization of the key features of organic molecular magnets, and
in this particular case, of the DTA-based ones, is still in the spotlight after many
years, because of their complex nature, which couples magnetic interactions with
structural disposition. As previously mentioned, tailoring these materials to spe-
cific geometrical arrangement rather than specific electronic structure, might favor
the overcoming of the current technological limits. These systems might be used
to reduce the dimension of transistors (currently of ⇠ 5 nm) below the nanometer
range scale[1]. Many problems still remain unsolved, like the kind of stabilization
mechanism operating in the different molecular radicals, also within the same fam-
ily. The practical use of molecular magnets in daily systems is still pretty far from
being real. On the other hand, the lack of knowledge is being quickly and systemat-
ically covered as the theoretical models and experimental approaches to study and
investigate these materials are refined and improved. In this Chapter, the detailed
description of TTTA, PDTA, TDPDTA and 4-NCBDTA compounds, already intro-
duced in Chapter 1, is provided, highlighting the structural and electronic simila-
rities and differences. The TTTA and 4-NCBDTA systems are presented first, since
they have already being investigated in details and many publications[2–9] descri-
bing their key features, are available. Then, the PDTA and TDPDTA systems follow,
although the description is limited to the structural and magnetic characteristics
as experimentally defined. The computational results concerning these two sys-
tems will be presented in the subsequent Chapters formed by the published papers.
The purpose of this insight is to provide the reader with a model of the structures
analyzed, favoring the debate that has driven our research and led to the devel-
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Figure 3.1: (a) Chemical skeleton of DTA moiety, with R and R’ substituents. The
corresponding R and R’ substituents are shown as well as the corresponding struc-
tures, in particular (b) TTTA, (c) PDTA, (d) TDPDTA and (e) 4-NCBDTA.

opment of the subsequent chapters based on the papers submitted and published.
The TTTA, PDTA and TDPDTA systems present magnetic and structural bistabil-
ity, associated to a hysteretic behavior. They share the same dithiazolyl (DTA) mo-
iety, while the nature of the corresponding substituents changes, going from a five-
member ring (1,2,5-thiadiazole), in the case of the TTTA compound, to two-fused
rings ([1,2,5]thiadiazolo-[3,4b]pyrazinde), in the case of the TDPDTA material. The
implications of such substituents are dramatic, as it will be shown later.

The extensive study of the dithiazolyl fragment in the past ended up with the syn-
thesis of the prototype 1,3,5-trithia-2,4,6-triazapentalenyl (TTTA)[2] material, per-
formed by Wolmershäuser and co-workers in 1989, being one of the first examples of
a purely organic molecular magnets based on neutral radicals. This success followed
the discovery of the possibility to have FM ordering in organic-based compounds
with ⇡ electrons by Miller in 1986[10]. The systematic study and investigation of
DTA-based materials with remarkable magnetic and structural properties, gave rise
to a wide family of DTA-derived materials compounds[11]. Their properties may
vary a lot, depending on the nature of the substituent attached to the DTA ring. The
DTA family displays a wide spectrum of chemical-physical behaviors, that, in first
approximation, can be classified based on their magnetic response (see Fig. 3.2) and
how these relate to the structural rearrangements, following the warming and cool-
ing process of the systems during the susceptibility curves measurements. Thus, the
systems associated with a hysteretic behavior that accompanies the spin transition
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are classified as bistable and define the class of major interested investigated here.
The absence of hysteresis defines the second class, which is characterized only by
spin transition. Finally, the last class of materials feature a complete absence of spin
and phase transition (see Fig. 3.2c)
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Figure 3.2: Susceptibility curves models showing the three kind of behaviors clas-
sified based on the magnetic response to the warming and cooling ramp of the ma-
terials. (a) represents the hysteretic behavior present in bistable materials, while (b)
displays the response of materials characterized only by spin transition, and (c) the
typical response of materials that do not exhibit any spin transition.

Our attention is focused on the first class of materials. The potential applicability of
these compounds is twofold:

• if the system is used to store information, the association of the two pheno-
mena can guarantee a more reliable source of stability of the same, in other
terms the information does not degrade;

• the synthesis process can be done in mild conditions, requiring only a small
fraction of the energy used for processing alloy-based magnets;

The static analysis of the magnetic interactions has clearly shown how these mag-
netic couplings propagate within the 3D crystal structure and which is the strength
associated to these interactions. Nevertheless, the quest for the mechanism asso-
ciated to the phase transition is still not completely clear. In a recent paper[6] a part
of the puzzle have been solved, analyzing in extreme details the dynamical behav-
ior of a wide set of supercells for both the LT and HT phases, sampled at different
temperatures along the experimental susceptibility curve of the TTTA system. Vela
and co-workers identified the vibrational entropy of the system as one of the key
factors driving the phase transition between LT and HT.

Thanks to the great amount of available experimental data , TTTA is taken as a
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reference while comparing the PDTA, TDPDTA and 4-NCBDTA materials. On one
side, the same kind of physics was expected to be responsible for the rearrangement
of the molecules within the crystal. Recent analysis has proven that is not always the
case. In particular, the HT-TDPDTA polymorph is found to be stable in the uniform
stack configuration, contrary to the other HT-DTA polymorphs, where the regular
stacking motif is found to be unstable against dimerization at 0 K. On the other side,
the different nature of the substituent associated to the DTA moiety might influence
the packing of the crystal, driving the corresponding magnetic response. This sug-
gests that the problem is a combination of these two factors. The influence of the
substituent is not a brand-new novelty, but it assumes a new light in the perspective
of the research presented in Chapter 5, where the study of the magneto-structural
correlation interaction of the selected compounds put in evidence the necessity to
consider a new variable to describe the TDPDTA compound. In turn, a new possible
stabilization mechanism was found to operate in the HT-TDPDTA polymorph.
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3.2 TTTA

3.2.1 Crystal Packing Analysis

The neutral radical 1,3,5-trithia-2,4,6-triazapentalenyl (TTTA), is a bistable system
derived from the fusion of a 1,2,5-thiadiazole and a dithiazolyl ring and its suscepti-
bility curve encompasses room temperature (see Fig. 3.3). In particular, the range of
bistability is comprised between T#

C = 220 K and T"
C = 315 K. The compound presents

two stable phases, namely low temperature (LT) and high temperature (HT) poly-
morphs, and it undergoes to a first-order phase transition[12].
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Figure 3.3: Susceptibility curve of TTTA showing the hysteretic path followed dur-
ing the warming (�!) and cooling ( �) process.

The LT polymorph is a diamagnetic phase, with triclinic (P 1̄) crystal habit, whereas
the HT polymorph is weakly paramagnetic, presenting a monoclinic (P21/c) habit.
These phases have been resolved at different temperatures (150, 225, 250, 300 and
310 K) along the experimental susceptibility curve[12].
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Each single TTTA molecule is also the carrier for the unpaired electron, which, in-
teracting with the upper and lower radicals, gives rise to the magnetic interactions.
Formally, the unpaired electron is hosted by the nitrogen belonging to the dithia-
zolyl ring, although DFT/WF calculations and EPR[2, 13] experiments proved the
electron to be partially delocalized over the entire molecule[5]. The system under-
goes a first-order phase transition between LT and HT phases, displaying a dramatic
change in the experimental susceptibility curve at ca. 323 K. As a consequence, TTTA
goes from a diamagnetic configuration to a weakly paramagnetic one, following a
rearrangement of the crystalline habit. Both the LT and HT phases comprise four
molecules in the unit cell, presenting a preferential propagation direction along the
stacking direction of the molecular columns[5] (see Fig. 3.4). The stabilization of
the crystal is another important aspect that characterizes the nature of these organic
radical magnets. While the magnetic interactions between neighbouring columns
has been proved to have a negligible effect in the stabilization process, on the other
hand, the mutual interactions between nitrogens and sulfurs through van der Waals
interactions is crucial[5].

Fig. 3.4 shows the column disposition for the LT (a-b) and HT (c-d) polymorphs. The
LT one presents an alternation between eclipsed dimers (blue dashed bars). The HT
phase, instead, shows a uniform stacking disposition of the columns. The structural
rearrangement that occurs going from the LT to the HT phase, is reflected not only
on the molecular disposition within the column, but also on the column orientation
that follows the molecular disposition. In particular, a characteristic herringbone
trend is found.

3.2.2 Magnetic Properties

The diamagnetic and weak paramagnetic characters found in 1 and associated to the
LT and HT phases, respectively, are ascribed to the presence of the unpaired electron
in the DTA ring, and the particular geometrical disposition of the dimers within the
crystal structure. The respective phases have been investigated in details along the
years, both experimentally and from a theoretical point of view[2–9]. In particular,
the LT-TTTA phase shows the strongest AFM coupling, equal to ca. -1755 cm�1[5],
in agreement with the experimental investigations[13, 14]. On the other hand, the 1-
HT shows a AFM coupling that is one order of magnitude smaller compared to the
one found in the LT phase, equal to ca. -135 cm�1. This value is a strong indicator of
the weakly paramagnetic nature of the HT-TTTA phase, as experimentally observed
(see Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: (a-b) Side view and top view of the LT-TTTA polymorph. It can be clearly
seen the alternation between ⇡-dimers (red bars) alternated to ⇡-shifted dimers (blue
dashed bars). (c-d) Side view and top view of the HT-TTTA polymorph, showing the
uniform stacking trend common to high temperature phases (purple dashed bar).

3.2.3 Beyond the Static Analysis

The static analysis, as already anticipated, does not take into considerations the in-
fluence of thermal fluctuations and how these dynamically affect the system. Al-
though in a first approximation, this approach offers a simplified model to rely on
for the distribution of the magnetic interactions. A very interesting and detailed
analysis to corroborate the importance of thermal fluctuations and their effect on the
crystal and on the magnetic couplings, has been provided by Vela and co-workers[6,
7].

A key feature emerges from the extended analysis of the impact of the thermal fluc-
tuations on the magnetic coupling and it seems to be ubiquitous in the HT phases
of the DTA-based compound, that is, the Pair-Exchange Dynamics (PED) mecha-
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Figure 3.5: JAB values and corresponding monomer-monomer distances for the LT
(a) and HT (b) polymorphs, respectively, as reported in literature[5]. It can be seen
the dominance of the AFM coupling LT phase, inducing the system to be magneti-
cally silent.

nism (see Fig. 3.6). The PES withstands a double-well model, where two minima
are connected by an energy barrier. The two minima correspond to two degenerate
dimerized configurations. As temperature increases, the double-well tends to disap-
pear, since the energy barrier is overcome and the two configurations merge, giving
rise to continuous exchange between the two possible states in the picosecond time
scale. The averaged structure is what is portrayed by X-ray powder diffraction, and
what is displayed averaging the AIMD trajectory computed at 300 K.

In particular, it has been shown that including thermal fluctuations in the calcula-
tion of the magnetic susceptibility curve, in this case of the LT-TTTA and HT-TTTA
phases, allows for a refinement and good agreement with the experimental data.
The bottom line message is that, once dealing with the treatment of the high tem-
perature structures of DTA-based compounds, in this case of the TTTA material, the
single JAB value provided by the static analysis is really a big limitation in the de-
scription of the magnetic behavior of the system. Instead, the distribution of the
JAB values, computed for each dimer monitored along the AIMD trajectory, and its
subsequently averaging, is instead a better choice, that, in turn, allows for a more
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punctual description of the magnetic interactions within the HT polymorph. In the
case of the LT phase instead, albeit the system undergoes to extended intra-dimer
fluctuations of the JAB values, the dominant JAB values are so strongly AFM that
dimers remain diamagnetic. In this sense, the JAB coupling values resulting from
the static analysis are a good approximation.

Associated to the HT-TTTA phase, likewise in the other bistable DTA-based ma-
terials, the structural disposition of the crystal helps in maintaining the PED active.
Moreover, the PED was found to act as a source of vibrational entropy, stabilizing
the HT polymorph[6]. Conversely, the decrease of the temperature of the crystal
induces a progressive disappearing of the PED, until the crystal switches back to
the dimerized form that, at this point, is not affected by PED anymore and presents
a different crystalline habit. For more information about these interesting aspects
of the complex nature of DTA-based system the reader is addressed to the cited
manuscripts[6, 7].

T	
(K
)

Figure 3.6: Pair-Exchange Mechanism (PED). The increasing of the temperature di-
minishes the energy barrier separating the two LT dispositions, ending up into a
merged structure that coincides with the HT phase with a uniform stack disposi-
tion.
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3.3 4-NCBDTA

3.3.1 Crystal Packing Analysis

The presence of a hysteretic phase transition coupled with spin transition, that is
the key topic investigated in this thesis, is only one of the many interesting aspects
that characterize these materials. Systems like the 4-cyanobenzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl
compound (4-NCBDTA), which display only spin transition without a hysteretic
behavior associated to the phase transition (see Fig. 3.7), have also been studied[15].
There is no associated change of crystal symmetry, which is monoclinic (P21/c),
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Figure 3.7: Susceptibility curve of the 4-NCBDTA material, showing the path fol-
lowed during the warming (�!) and cooling ( �) process.

both in the LT and HT polymorphs, that have been resolved at 180 K and at 300 K,
respectively, by X-ray powder diffraction[15]. The LT-4-NCBDTA polymorph, like
in the TTTA case, presents an alternation between eclipsed ⇡-dimers with ⇡-shifted
ones. The coupling for the eclipsed dimers is JAB=-1723.1 cm�1, while for the shifted
ones is JAB=-82.3 cm�1. Although the magnetic topology is three dimensional, for
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computational purposes we can assume it to be one dimensional, propagating along
the stacking direction (see Fig. 3.8). The LT polymorph displays the strongest AFM
JAB value, defining a diamagnetic system. Conversely, the HT polymorph shows
a magneto-structural behavior very similar to the one exhibited by HT-TTTA, and,
like in that case, the PED is found to operate. Ultimately, TTTA and 4-NCBDTA
systems display some common features like:

• the dimerized structure of the LT phases, showing in both the cases a very
strong AFM coupling;

• the respective HT phases show a uniform stack propagation of the columns,
with JAB exchange magnetic values of one or two orders of magnitude smaller
compared to the LT ones;

• both the HT-TTTA and HT-4-NCBDTA phases undergo the PED mechanism,
presenting a fast inter-exchange coupling between monomers within the co-
lumn stacks.

• the regular stacks found in the HT-4-NCBDTA phase do not correspond to
a minimum of the PES, but they result from the presence of the PED phe-
nomenon;

The major difference between the two systems lies on the fact that, while the TTTA
material undergoes a first-order phase transition highlighted by an important hys-
teretic behavior, in the case of the 4-NCBDTA system a second-order phase transition
takes place, allowing for a smooth change in the magnetic coupling within the cry-
stal, but preserving the geometrical disposition (space group). As discussed in a
recent paper[9], the HT-4-NCBDTA phase, once optimized, converges to the dime-
rized LT phase. This is the only case, among the selected set of compounds, in which
there is a match between optimized HT phase and LT one. The reason for the mis-
match found in the case of the optimized structures, e.g. HT-TTTA!LT-TTTA, lies
on the complexity of the structural re-arrangement that governs the first-order phase
transition.

3.3.2 Magnetic Properties

The magnetic properties of the 4-NCBDTA material have been extensively investi-
gated in the same work[9], leading to the conclusion that a similar behavior to the
one found in the case of TTTA and PDTA compounds is present. Likewise in the
case of LT-TTTA, the strong magnetic coupling experienced at LT induces a mag-
netically silent system, while the HT-4-NCBDTA polymorph, as already described,
presents interesting weak paramagnetic properties. In this thesis the 4-NCBDTA
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Figure 3.8: (a-b) Side view and top view of the LT-4-NCBDTA polymorph. It can
be clearly seen the alternation between ⇡-dimers (red bars) alternated to ⇡-shifted
dimers (blue dashed bars). (c-d) Side view and top view of the HT-4-NCBDTA poly-
morph, showing the uniform stacking trend common to high temperature phases
(magenta dashed bar).

system has being employed only in the construction of the magneto-structural cor-
relation maps[16]. The detailed description of these maps is reported in Chapter 5.
It is worth to mention here that, despite the fact of being a non-bistable system, par-
ticular arrangements of the HT-4-NCBDTA polymorph can lead to the possibility to
have FM coupling. Moreover, a small fraction of the suitable two-molecule cluster
arrangements are energetically accessible. This is extremely important because it
means that bistability, that is found in a particular subset of DTA-based systems, is
not necessarily a “must have” in order to present possible FM couplings; conversely,
the absence of bistability, does not mean that, for the considered system, is not pos-
sible to assume a geometrically favourable FM configuration.
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3.4 PDTA

3.4.1 Crystal Packing Analysis

The 1,3,2-pyrazinodithiazol-2-yl (PDTA) material displays similar properties to the
TTTA one. It is a planar bistable system, whose susceptibility curve[17, 18] encom-
passes room temperature, ranging from T#

C=297 K to T"
C=343 K (see Fig. 3.9).
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Figure 3.9: Susceptibility curve of PDTA showing the hysteretic path followed dur-
ing the warming (�!) and cooling ( �) process.

The material has been experimentally characterized at 95 K, 293 K, and 323 K. Our
attention focuses on the LT-PDTA and HT-PDTA polymorphs resolved both at 323 K,
because they can be directly compared (see Fig. 3.10). The PDTA material presents a
dramatic change in the structural arrangement as a function of the temperature va-
riation, following a first-order phase transition process. The unit cell of the LT-PDTA
phase contains four molecules. It has a triclinic (P 1̄) habit consisting of centrosym-
metric pairs of dimers, and, like in the TTTA case, an even alternation of complete
eclipsed ⇡-dimers with ⇡-shifted ones is present. The HT-PDTA phase, instead, be-
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longs to the monoclinic space group (C2/c) and it contains eight molecules.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.10: (a-b) Side view and top view of the LT-PDTA polymorph. It can be
clearly seen the alternation between ⇡-dimers (red bars) alternated to ⇡-shifted
dimers (blue dashed bars). (c-d) Side view and top view of the HT-PDTA poly-
morph, showing the uniform stacking trend common to high temperature phases
(magenta dashed bar).

Despite having a pyrazine attached to the DTA ring, the PDTA compound resem-
bles in almost every aspect the prototype TTTA materials. Also in this case, the HT
phase is characterized by a uniform stack propagation. The nature of the HT-PDTA
phase will be analyzed in details in Chapter 6, where a summary of the AIMD re-
sults will be presented. The similarities between the two systems suggest that, based
on the results for the TTTA material, we might have the same kind of mechanisms
operating also in PDTA, expecting that:

• the LT-PDTA is magnetically dominated by AFM coupling interactions that,
like in the case of LT-TTTA, are mainly due to eclipsed ⇡-dimers;

• the LT phase already belongs to a minimum of the potential energy surface
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(PES), and, as a consequence, the trajectory sampled for a column will show
very narrow oscillations of the dimers;

• the HT-PDTA phase, displaying a uniform stack in the experimentally re-
solved structure, might correspond to an averaged structure, with a conti-
nuous interchange between two, or more, minima configurations. This also
suggest that the pair-exchange mechanism (PED) might be operating likewise
in the HT-TTTA compound.

These are the key points that might be inferred, a priori, from the previously investi-
gated DTA-based systems. From a chemical engineering perspective, the PDTA sy-
stem offers remarkable chances of modifications of its substituent part. In particular,
the two hydrogens can be changed with another substituent group, generating com-
pounds like TDPDTA that will be discussed later, or steric groups like, for instance

CH3 or CF3. These groups may stabilize, a priori, a favorable radical· · ·radical FM
disposition.
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3.5 TDPDTA

3.5.1 Crystal Packing Analysis

The neutral radical TDPDTA[19] is the second system fully analyzed in this the-
sis. TDPDTA has a substituent with two fused rings, one 1,2,5-thiadiazole fused to
a pyrazine, forming a 1,2,5-thidiazole[3,4-b]pyrazine planar substituent. The com-
pound presents the same triclinic crystalline habit, both in the LT and HT poly-
morphs, with space group P 1̄. It shows a hysteretic behavior, like in the TTTA and
PDTA cases, but without a net dramatic change in the magnetic susceptibility. In-
stead, an elongated and slightly flattened hysteretic loop appears (see Fig. 3.11). The
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Figure 3.11: Susceptibility curve of TDPDTA showing the hysteretic path followed
during the warming (�!) and cooling ( �) process.

LT phase presents a combined structure arrangements, somewhere in between the
usual LT phase with eclipsed ⇡-dimers and a HT phase with a uniform disposition.
The peculiarity of this LT structure is that, each single quasi-eclipsed ⇡-dimer, alter-
nated with a quasi-shifted one, undergoes a longitudinal translation (see Fig. 3.12).
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Conversely, the HT phase shows a clear uniform stack propagation arrangement, as
exhibited by the other HT phases of the same family.

(a) (b)

(d) (e)

(c)(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3.12: (a-c) Side view, top view and the lateral view of the LT-TDPDTA poly-
morph and of the corresponding single column. It can be noticed the particular dis-
position of the quasi-eclipsed ⇡-dimers with respect to the shifted ones (orange and
green bars, respectively). (d-e) Side view and top view of the HT-TDPDTA poly-
morph, showing the uniform stacking trend common to high temperature phases
(magenta dashed bar).
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3.6 Summary
The goal of this independent chapter is to introduce the reader to the nature of the
systems investigated in this thesis, as a perspective for the work developed in the
successive Chapters. The respective structures and packing motif is herein shown,
combined with the respective experimental susceptibility curves. The TTTA and 4-
NCBDTA systems have been presented first, because they define the background
on top of which this study is built up. The two compounds present on one side
a hysteretic behavior associated with the spin and phase transition (referred to as
first-order phase transition), on the other side a smooth change in the magnetic su-
sceptibility, but with the absence of a hysteretic response (referred to as second-order
phase transition). Between these two extreme behaviors, the PDTA and TDPDTA
structures are found. In particular, the former displays a first-order phase transi-
tion associated to a hysteretic response to thermal variation, displaying a dimerized
structure configuration in the LT phase case, whereas a uniform stack, exactly like in
case of HT-TTTA, is found for its correspondent high temperature polymorph. The
latter, TDPDTA, instead, is again a bistable system which, differently from TTTA
and PDTA, preserves its crystal symmetry upon phase transition. The column di-
sposition of the LT phase is particularly complex, showing an alternation between
quasi-eclipsed dimers with quasi-shifted ones, comprising a longitudinal slippage
every two dimers. The HT-TDPDTA phase is resembling the usual uniform stack
propagation disposition found also in the other systems. The goal is to understand
the origins of the particular susceptibility curve shown by this material, and also if
in this case the PED mechanism is operating or not.
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